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IMPROVED OIL ENGINES. 
AMONG the oil engines entered for trial at the forth

coming Royal Agricultural Society's Show at Cam
bridge, are two constructed by Me>:srs. Richard 
Hornsby & Co., Limited, of Grantham, for the illus
trations of which and the following particulars we are 
indebted to Engineering. Fig. 1 is a standard pattern 
of a fixed engine of 8 brake horse power, and Fig. 2 is a 
portable engine of 1272' brake horse power. We have 
on several occasions laid be
fore our readers the distinc
tive features of thel<e.engines, 
and need only deal briefly 
with them now. It is, per
haps, easiest to describe them 
by negatives. There is no air 
pump, no spray maker. no in
candescent tube, and no elec
trical apparatus. The absence 
of these features evidently im
plies great simplicity of con" 
struction and the possibility 
of placing the engines in the 
hands of men of small me
chanical ability. The oil is 
supplied to the vaporizer, 
which is in direct connection 
with the cylinder, by a pump, 
which delivers it immediately 
before the crank passes the 
center at the commencement 
of its acting stroke. The heat 
of the vaporizer causes the 
charge to flash into flame, 
without any separate igniting 
appliance, and this heat is 
maintained by the fact that 
each explosion commences in 
the vaporizer, and thus keeps 
it at a temperature approaeh
ing a uull red. The oil pUIllP 
has ball valves, both sets
suction and delivery-being 
in duplicate to insure certain
ty of action. At the com
mencement of the day's work 
the vaporizer is heated for a 
few minutes by a simple lamp, 
and after that the engine re
quires no further external 
heating. 

The engine works on the 
Beau de Rochas or four cycle 
system. The air and exhaust 
valves are arranged on one 
side, and can very readily be 
got at. The governor is of the 
Porter type, and regulates the 
oil that the pump supplies by 
opening a valve which allows 
the surplus oil to return. 
Both the engines illustrated 
run at the very moderate 
speed of 200 revolutions per 
minute. These engines w ill 
use almost any class of oil of 
a specific gravity of 0'8 to 0'9, 
and a flashing point up to 325 
degrees. They are made in 
sizes from 1� to 25 brake 
horse power. 

In the portable engine a 
simply arranged cooling tank 
is placed in the fmnt, the 
water being pumped through 
the cylinder jacket and then 
allowed to run through the 
cooler ; the exhaust from the 
cylinder acting up the chim
ney causes a current of air to 
be drawn through the cooler, 
and thus cool the water. The 
e n g  i n  e is mounted o n  a 
wr 0 u g h  t i r o n  frame and 
wrought iron wheels, so as to 
g ive great strength and at 
the same time lightness. 

LIQUID FUEL.* 
By G. STOCKFLETH. 

DURING last year's coal 
strike the question of using 
liquid fuel as a substitute for 
coal for generating steam was 

. "' --"-

much discussed, and has since been in more than 
one sense a burning question. A few words on the sub
ject may therefore be of interest. 

The use of liquid fuel is by no means of recent date, 
it has for many years been pretty general in Russia, 
and the question cannot any more be considered as a 
problem which has to pass through its experimental 
stages. Before going further into the subject, it may 

* Recently read before the SOCiety of Arts, London. From the Joornal. 

be well to define which liquids can best be used as l ent product�; suffice it to say, that the first distillate of 
fuel. A good many oils might enter the list were it not crude petroleum, which evaporates at alow temperature, 
for some indispensable requirement!",- such as cheap- is the most inflammable, and gradually, as the tem
ness, absence of danger, capability for developing perature is raised, the less dangerous oils are distilled, 
heat and undergoing COlli plete combustion, without until the temperature in the stills reaches 300° C. to 320· 
producing unpleasant smells, smoke, and dangerous C.; at this point the distillate is called kerosene, and 
and unhealthy gases, which conditions practically re- the residue (which in Russian is called astatki) forms 
duce the number to the oils derived from coal and the oil which so admirably answers the conditions for 
from crude petroleum. The first named (oil derived a good liquid fuel. It contains all the heavy hydro· 
from coal) is, however, not produced in sufficient quan- carbons capable of creating heat, and the high temper
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IMPROVED OIL ENGINE. 
tities for even a limited consumption, and would be 
far too expensive to manufacture solely for fuel pur
poses. It is, therefore, to crude petroleum that we 
must turn for obtaining a suitable oil. 

Crude petroleum consists almost entirely of a mix
ture of a great number of hydrocarbons differing in 
boiling point and density, and. by being submitted to 
distillation, it gives a series of hydrocarbons known 
as gasoline, benzoline, kerosene, etc. It is not neces
sary here to give a detailed description of these differ-
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ature to which it has been 
exposed having freed it 
from all dangerolls volatile 
liquids, guarantees it!> com
plete safety; a match or any 
other naked light is imme· 
diately extinguished when 
plunged into it. In order to 
make it burn it requires 
s p e c i a  I treatment, about 
which more shall be said 
presently. As astatki pre
sents no danger whatever, it 
i s  i n  Baku stored in larl-{e 
open excavations in the 
ground, containing u p  to 
5,000,000 poods each, equal 
to more than 100,000 tons. 
In some of the distilleries 
astatki is used as fuel under 
one still immediately after 
having been let out of an
other. which shows that even 
at a high temperature it can 
he handled with safety. The 
Russian c r u d e petroleum 
gives about 35 per cent. 
benzoline, gasolene, and kero
sene ; the remaining 65 per 
cent. is used for the manu
facture of lubricating oils and 
mostly as fuel. To give an 
idea of the extent to which 
it is used in Russia for loco
motive, steamship, and even 
stationary boilers, it may be 
mentioned that the transport 
of astatki from Baku to the 
Caspian seaports and Astra
kan amounted in 1892 to 
107,361,435 po ods, equal to 
about 3,000,000 tons; and, in 
addition to this, some 250,000 
tons were shipped froIll Bat
oum. The statistics for 1893 
are not yet available for refer
ence, but will probably show 
an increase. 

In the above mentioned 
tonnage the consumption in 
Baku, which amounts TO more 
than 100,000 tons yearly, is 
not included. Astatki is the 
only fuel used at the boring 
of the wells, and for all dis
tilling purposes, in some cases 
even for domestic use in 
warming and cooking stoves. 
The consumption in this lat
ter way is of course insignifi
cant, but may be mentioned 
as showing the possibility of 
using it for this purpose. The 
arrangement is as follows: A 
tank is placed somewhel'e on 
the top of the house, and a 
system of half inch pipe leads 
the oil to the different stoves, 
where it is allowed to drip on 
to a small cast iron dilSl, or 
plate. placed in front of the 
stove door, which is provided 
with a small opening creating 
a strong" draught; when once 
the plate is warm and the 
dripping of the oil is properly 
regulated, it burns without 
further attention. 

For boiler a nd distilling pur
posps it is necessary to create 
a more powerful flame, and 
steam is used for forming a 
spray which is easily ignited 
and burns fiercely. Many in
jectors or pulverizators in 
Russia, called fasunkas, have 
been constructed and patent-

ed, but it has been found that the most primitive· 
Iy constructed pulverizators answer as well as the more 
complicated kinds. The apparatus used under the stills 
consists simply of two half-inch pipes, one leading the 
oil from the tank, the other steam from a boiler. The 
ends of the pipes are flattened by a blow of a hammer, 
and then tied together with a piece of wire; the steam 
jet catches the outflowing oil and forms the spray. It 
is well to keep the oil a little warm to facilitate its 
passage in the pipes through which it descends by 
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gravitation. This pulverizator gives entire Hatisfaction; fire in the coal bunkers will not be replaced by any siIu
the flame is powerful and bright, and not a drop of ilar risk connected with the use of oil. Lastly, it may 
oil is wasted when once the flow has been regulated. be mentioned that a ship having oil at its di�posal may, 
No smoke or flame ascends the chimney-which, by by pouring a certain quantity overboard in stormy 
the way, can be very short-as the steam jet itself cre- weather, avoid Illuch trouble. For torpedo boats the 
ates sufficient draught. A somewhat neater appear- use of liquid fuel is possibly .of still greater importance 
ance can be given to the injector when the oil pipe is than for any othel '  vessels; the entire absenee of smoke 
arranged inside the steam pipe, and provided with a will help to avoid detection and possibly destruction, 
cast iron or brass nozzle whieh can be shaped to give and the saving in space is:of the utmost importance. as 
the flame any desired form. As far back as 1880 I had well as the possibility of raising steam quickly. The 
occasion to make, on behalf of Messrs. Nobel Brothers, last years have seen a complete revolution in boiler 
in St. Petersburg, some experiments with oil firing be- making. Water tube boilers seem to be the type of 
fore a committee of the Russian Admiralty. At that boiler for the future. Various constructions are in the 
time astatki firing was a novelty. The object was to market, and a keen competition is going on for the 
demonstrate its practicability for firing marine boil- best designs. Without going into details, it may be 
ers. The pulverizator was of a somewhat complicated mentioned that the principal merits elaimed are reduc
construction. The results were, however, satisfactory; tion of size and rapidity in raising steam of high press
the boiler used belonged to a �tealll launch. ure. Oil firing greatly furthers these ends; fire grate 

Experiments have been made with cOlllpressed air and a�h pit can be done away with altogether, the 
for spraying the oil, but the results have not materi- length of the funnel can be reduced, and a system of 
ally differed frOlll those obtained with steam. Air water tubes is better suited to the fierce fire of liquid 
must, of course, in any case, have access to the flame, fuel than the straight or curved surface of an ordinary 

the oil fields of Burma have yiplded Il l�ons)(lf'rahlf' 
quantity of oil, and large areas not yet pxploitp(] arp 
reported to present good indication� for further opera
tionl<. An extpnsive oil industry in that part of the 
world would be of enormous illlportanee, both as a 
source for lamp oil and fupl ; sOllie of these fields are 
situated in proxilllity to the sea, whieh greatly en
hances their value. 

Several islands in the W est Indle� give alw very 
good indication� of oil, the lIIo�t remarkable beillg the 
extenHive pitch lake� in Trinidad, which seem to war
rant the presence in deeper strata of Iwavy oil!'. excped
ingly suitable for giving liquid fuel. Canada has al�o 
in late years developed an extelll<ive oil industry, uut 
the petroleum there is more like the Anwricau, and 
gives but little residue. 

E>ntside British dominion, Mpxico llIay be mentioned 
as a Rource for oil. Numerous indication!' are present, 
both on the Pacific coast side and on the Gulf side, 
and borings are now going on there. 

BORING. 
and openings on the front. of the flue must be provided thick boiler :)late. No boiler specially designed for Boring for oil llIay be said to date from 1859, when 
for its admittance. In most cases the hole in the fur- liquid fuel is yet in the market, but the subject leaves Colonel E. L. Drake bored the first well in Pennsylva
nace door through �hich the nozzle of the pulveriza- certainly a wide field open for the hailer designel' who, nia. �ince which more than 60,000 wells have been 
to]' is introduced is �ufficient for letting in the quantity with liquid fuel, can obtain a flame which can be con- I drilled in Pennsylvania and adjoining States. In Rus
necessary for the com bustion. The action of the steam is trolled, directed, and given uniformity much better sia, boring operations commenced 20 years later, and 
therefore solely mechanical, and serveE only for cutting than a coal fire, and which is less dependent upon air the number of wells drilled is considerably less, but 
up the oil in slllall particles. which being:mrrounded by currents. I they have been more productive than the Ameri(·an. 
the necessary air for their combustion, catch fire Besides serving as a combustible, there are many: On account of the different geological formations of 
before they reach the bottom of the flue. By using minor outlets for the sale of astatkL It forms an ex- I these two countries, the modes of boring are different, 
steam for spraying, no oil accumulates in the flue when cellent lubricant as it is, and by mixing it with other as well as the form of the wells. In America, a well is 
the flow is regulated, consequently a complete com- substances, several lubricants of a higher class can often drilled through rock from top to bottom ; the 
bustion of the oil takes place. If better results should easily be created without submitting it to further dis- average diameTer is 8 inches at the top, and the depth 
be obtainable by using compressed air for spraying, the tillation. -A very good and durable paint of various is about 2,500 feet. A complete {Jutfit for drilling such 
reason would have to be looked for in some chemical colors can also be made with it. Brick-built dwelling a well costs $10,000, and the wages of the drillerl< are 
effect of the steam upon the oil which, to some extent, houses have been painted with astatki to avoid moist three to four dollars a day. If drillers are �ecured for 
could deprive the latter of its heat-creating properties. and damp walls, and it answered very well. work outside the United States, they receive $125 a 
There is, however, no probability for this anticipation; A. disposition to use liquid fuel has already been month and traveling expenses. 
if the steam had this effect, it would already have shown in this country, both for locomotives and steam- In Russia, a well is 20 inches to 24 inches in diameter 
done its work in the still, where superheated steam is ships. A certain number of locomotives, and even sta- at the top, and has a depth of about 800 feet. The bor
admitted into the crude oil to facilitate the distillation tionary boilers, have been fitted to use oil, and have ing mostly is made by contract, and the total cost of a 
of the different crude oil products. Looking at the burned the tar oil which was obtainable. A small well llIay be put at 30.000 rubles or £3,000. When a 
question from the point of (lost, it is not probable that quantity also of astatki which had been shipped to new territory has to be taken in hand, it is. however, a 
the compre�sed air can be produced cheaper than the this country has been employed for steamship use. mistake to start with securillg such ('ostly drilling-out
necessary quantity of steam taken direct from the Now the question arises, Can this combustihle be fit, the use of which only can be justified when the de
boiler. It IS, in fact, but a very small quantity which obtained in sufficient quantities and at a cost which velopment has reached a more ad vanced state, and 
is necessary for dl)ing- this work, when the pulveriza- will secure a general U8e of it? As regards cost, it is when it has been ascertained what strata have to bl' 
tor is properly constructed; and no case has come to my evident that the best market can be expected in coun- dealt with, and some arrangement has been made for 
knowledge in Russia where the adoption of liqnid fuel tries where coal is expensive and where oil can be got transport and repair of heavy outfit.. 
has augmented the qnantities of feed water used in a cheaply ; it is, therefore, not at pre�ent very probable The safest and most practical way to proceed will, in 
perceptible degree. The chief point in the construc- that this fuel will be adopted to any considerable ex- most cases, prove to be the following: After thorough 
tifln of the pulverizator is to avoid waste of steam, that tent in this coal-producing country, with its annual surveyilJg of the particular field by competent experts 
is to say, to construct the nozzle in such manner that output of 185,000,000 tons. But in parts within and geologists, and lifter having located a number ali 
e very particle of steam takes care of a corresponding the British dominions and elsewhere where oil is place� suitable for trial borings, the necpssary plant 
particle of oil. This object will bpst be secured when found on the spot, and where coal is expensive, espe- has to be brou�ht into operation, not so llIuI.h wi h a 
the openings for the steam, as well as for the oil, are cially in tropical climates which are detrimental to the view of getting hold of the largest Ijuantity of oil for 
made long and narrow, and are placed as close to one quality of coal, very good markets could certainly be the storage of which no provision has usually bpen 
another as possible. All the different Russian con- created. Up to the present time, oil fields have gene- made, but for ascertaining the depth at which the oil 
structions are made in this way. The openings are 

I
' rally been looked upon as sources for lamp oil only ; will be struck, and as a guide in defining the extent of 

about 1)4 inch long and t inch to �1! inch wide. As the principal question has always been to obtain oil the oil-bearing strata. For this purpose it is not neces
the oil sometimes contains paraffin, which is likely to capable of yielding a high percentage of this com sary to go beyond a dflpth of say 1,000 fpet. If the 
choke this narrow opening, it is essential to have an )Ilodity, and the residue has been considered as more strata met with, and which have to be carefully record
arrangement by which steam can be led through the (lr less valueless. There exist, however, places whpre ed, do not give satisfactory results. another place has 
oil passage to clean it out. The rest of the construc- heavy oil not capable of yielding more than �ay 20 per t.o be tried, and so on, uutil tlw opemtors ha Vl� thor
tion may be varied to suit particular cases, and with a cent. of kerosene could be sold as liquid fuel at a very oughly sounded the ground, and are perfpetly con
view to facilitate and cheapen the manufacture. large profit, and I propose in the following to say a few vinced that plant for larger and deeper wplls is justi-

At the present time a great many ships on the Black words about the work as well as about the yet unex- tied. Thp co!'t of plant, the amount of skill required 
Sea, and all steamers on the Caspian Sea, as well as all plored oil fields which may be looked forward to as in the operations, and the time employed progress at It 
locomotives in Southflrn Russia, burn astatki. The sources of supply. much quicker ratio than the depth ; in otllPr wordl', a 
general advantages obtained by utling liquid fuel in any SUPPLY. 3,000 feet boring costs more in money and skill thall, 
boiler, whether stationary, locomotive, or marine, are say, five borings 1,000 feet each; and It tprritory is 
the following: It can be adapted to any construction America and Russia prod uce very different classes of much better tested by 20 borings of 500 fppt than by 
of boiler without material change in the existing ar- crude oil. The American oil gives about 80 per cent. five borings of 2,000 feet. If oil is found ollly at a,ooo 
rangement for firing with coal; in fact, coal and oil of kerosene, and the remainder is partly utilized for feet in a new territory, it does not, in fa.ct, present 
can be used alternatively if so desired. The fire bars making other petroleum prod ucts. There is, there- very encouraging prospects, unles�, of course, the 
have simply to be taken out or covered with thin fore, no likelihood of getting any great supply from quantities found should be foulld to be very consider
slabs and cinders. The furnace door has to be pro- these fields. The Russian crude oil, on the other hand, able; but, as a rule, and very natura.lly, the level of 
vided with a hole for introducing the nozzle of the pul- only gives about 35 per cent. of kerosene and other the oil lowers when a territory is tapped, and it llIay 
verizator. and the steam pipe and oil pipe have to be products, leaving 65 ppr cent. of astatki for fuel ; there soon prove more or less valueless on account of the 
connected respectively with the boiler and the oil tank. are therefore, if not unlimited, at least very considera- costly deep drilling not being justified by the outpnt. 
The steam-generating power of astatki is considerable; ble quantities a.t hand from these fields. To give any hard and fast rule for the depth!' to whit'll 
one ton of 'oil is, in this respect, equal to more than two At present, no oil territories which approach thfl it is worth while to drill in a new field depPllds natn
tons of best steam coal, and is often claimed to be equal American or Russian in magnitude are worked, and rally on lIlany eirCUIlIstances which ha\'e to bp taken 
even to three tons of coal; ir depends. of course, upon the how far such enormous quantities of petroleum will into account in each part.icular case, the prices to be 
quality of oil and coal used for the comparison. The fire ever be found anywhere else is difficult to form an ohtailled for the oil, the geographieal position of the 
can be extinguished instantaneously, and is absolntely opinion about ; all that can be said is that several, place, and so on. In some cases not only heavy drill
free from smoke or ashes. The frequent opening of places in different parts of the world present quite as: illg plant, but Fltorage tanks, and even rflfinflries have 
the furnace doors can be avoided, thus saving heat and good indications of the prpsence of oil as the others � been put up bpfore the quantity of oil foun d  or likely 
preventing leakage of tubes, due to currents of cold did before they were worked. Nothing but aetual l to be found was a!icertained. Such proceedings can
air. Rapidity in raising steam and complete eontrol boring can give full certainty about the importance of. not, of cour!'e, be justified. Supposing abundance of 
over the fire are secured, thus avoiding waste of steam any particular oil field, and even the boring of a very I oil is suddenly found, that a well or even a fonntain is 
by the safety valves, and the boiler pressure can be limited number of holes, which may have proved to be struck at 45 feet, as has been the ca!'e at Baku, the 
regulated better than in the case of coal firing. After dry holes, are not absolutely conclusivfl. Herp, again, wisest thing to do is to let it flow or try to plug the 
mentioning these general advantages, a few words may the Russian fields furnish a good example ; the first well. Precautions must then be taken that a similar 
be added about the special ad vantages accruing to boriugs were made at a place called Surachaney, where occurrence is provided for a sel�ond time, anlj excava
railways and steamships. The valuable spaces at rail- the escaping gases seemed to indicate a most probable tions in the ground properly lined, or iron or wooden 
way stations,which have now to be sacrificed for accom- presence of oil, but the borings yielded none, or but tanks may be held in readiness. 
D10dating coal supply, could be reduced by about two- little, whereas not more than two miles away from this To indicate a fixed sum which will prove sllfficipnt 
thirds, as only half the tonnage would have to be kept place, the Sabuntchy fields have produced the enorm- for test work in all cases is, of course, not possi
in stock, and this quantity can be stored more econom- ous fountains, the magnitude of which has been so ble; but a drilling plant for a 4 foot test hole, 500 feet 
ically in point of space t.han the same quantity of coal. astonishing, and it is there that the pumping, or rather depp, with net'essary casing cOlllplete, for hand work, 
A considerable amount of labor employed in storing bailing, wells are now in full exploitation, so to say, can be had for £350. By hand the work, howevp]', 
coal and loading tenders can be saved, and the oil can side by side, the average distance from one to the other progresses somewhat slow Iy, and in llIo!'t ('ases it may 
be taken in simultaneously with the water supply, as being only one hundred yards. be advisable to use steam power, which can be sPclued 
quickly and in a like manner. The avoidance of smoke In regard to other existing sources of supply, the for an additional sum of £125. 
and blowing safety valves will greatly add to the com- later years have seen important oil industries carried The system to be recommended for such borings is 
fort of the passengers, a point for which the railway on in Burma, Canada, Galicia. Sumatra, Java, Japan the ordinary artesian well boring, with rods and 
companies are usually prepared to make considerable and Peru. At some of these places the oil is of a quali- ropes and portable derrick; for lat.er borings a fixed 
sacrifices. ty more like the American than the Russian, and pro- rig iron aud wood for use of the American and Cana-

The hard work of the stoker on an express train is duces principally kerosene, leaving but a small per- dian boring system and heavier tools IIIay be adopted. 
reduced, as far as firing goes, to simply giving the reg- centage available for fuel. At others it is heavier, as One outfit for every two, three, or even four test 
ulating vll.lve of the injector a turn from time to time, in Java and Peru, in which latter place liquid fuel has I holps may be sufficient, and requirps but one expl'
and the absence of dirt and smoke makes the service been adopted by several railways for their locomotives rien<�ed man with two unskilled helperb for its mall-
less disagreeable than with coal firing. and some steamships are also run with it. ipulation. If steam power is used, all additional Ulall 

For steamships the advantages of using liquid fuel are The last year's general depression in trade and en- will be required. Responsible tee hnical supprvisioll 
of still greater importance. Much valuablespace which terprise, and the cheapness of petroleum from Ameri- of the operations is, of courRe, indispehsablp in any 
has to be sacrificed for coal bunkers can be saved; the can and Russian sources, have, to a great extent, case. 
oil can be kept in ballast tanks at the bottom of the checked further development of oil fields, but with a In the foregoing I have tried to point out which oil 
ship, an arrangement which greatly augments the sta- general revival of trade and higher petroleum prices. forms the best material for liquid fuel, to (]p!'el'ibp its 
bility of the vessel, and the oil can gradually, as it is there is a great probability of enterprise being directed IIIanufacture, its abf'ence of danger, and tllP T1HUllwr 
consumed, be replaced by water. The size of the stoke to the many yet undeveloped fields which at present in which it is burned for different hpating pur
hold can be reduced considerably, and the numb':)r of exist, and of which several are situated within British poses. I have also endpavored to draw attention 
stokers diminished in the proportion of one to four. In territory. It may, therefore, be suitable briefly to to the many yet uJi(]evploped fields frotll whil·h it ('al l 
stormy weather, and in case water should gain access mention the most important which are likely to be be obtained, and, lastly, to inrlicatp bripfly tllp mall
to the stoke hold and put the fire out, it is consider- exploited or further developed, and to offer a few re- ner in which the preliminary exploration of npw 
ably more troublesome, and takes more time to relight marks on the work in connection with such develop- fields has to be carripd out, in orrlPI' to millilllizp ex
a coal fire than to restart the oil fire, and the risk of ment. penditurp, before sufficient cf'rtaillty of ;<uccess hus 
accidenh! by scalding is diminished. The danger of 'fa begin with the:fields within the British dominion, been ascertained. As already luentiolled, a more 
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general adoption of Iiqnid fuel will great.ly inp,rease 
the vahle of the oil fields, espeeially of those which 
yield a product more or less unsuitable for the manu
fap,tllre of lamp oil, and it is to be hoped that these 
fields will, in the future, receive the attention they 
deserve. 

DISCUSSION. 

sonr('es of snpply in devle'loping them. There was too mallner, and he was informed that the fnnnel was 
ml1(lh di�position to wait until they were assured of a made red hot. Still, they found that only Ollie' man 
demand for so many thousand tons per annum; while was required in the stokehold, and he had hardly any
on the other hand, those who might be inclined to use thing to do but sit still and smoke his pipe. 'l'hat was 
this material, said they could not be expected io make what his stoker toid him in 1887, though the Lan('a
arrangements to use it until they were assured of a shire boiler was at work day and night continuously 
constant supply at a eertain price. The result was for four weeks. On the question of supplies, he would 
there had been almost entire stagnation. It also first refer to the finding of petroleum in SomersetshirE', 

The chairman (Boverton Redwood, F.C.S.) said seemed to him that, even if oil were more costly than though he did not know to what extent that had 
that having traveled in steamships and on railway coal, there were cases in which it would be desirable proved a success; but, apart from that. there was an 
trains fired with liquid fuel, he could fully confirm to use it, as, for instance, on the Underground Rail- Immense amount of shale in this country, reaching 
what had been said as to the advantages of that de- way, for the sake of avoiding sulphurous fumes, and right through from the south up to Yorkshire, from 
scription of fuel. In the stokehold of a ship where solid in electric lighting stations in London, where there which oil could be extracted at very little cost, suffi
fuel was employed there was a little army of grimy would be a great saving of space in storage, fewer cient to supply, at under £2 a ton, all the wants of the 
perspiring coal trimmers and stokers, and their work vehicles would be required to transport it,lthere would royal and mercantile marine. Again, in Canada, 
was very trying in tropical climates, and often caused be no ash or clinker to remove, and the amount of there _ was a large tract of land adjoining the A tha
death or serious illness; but where liquid fuel was steam required could be increased much more readily basclt river which might be made very productive; 
used all that was necessary was to regulate the valves I to meet certain emergencies, such as a heavy fog. and, though there was a question of accessibility, hf-' 
from time to time; and he had been on steamers of . There were so many purposes to which petroleum believed a moderate pipe line would bring it to a sea
considerable 8ize where a single attendant did all the 'I' could be applied, including the manufacture of gas port. There was also another large sUllply near the 
work, and then was able to spend a great part of his for illuminating purposes, that he thought the future mouth of the St. Lawrence. Again, in Trinidad there 
time in reading the paper. Having already said some- historian would very likely regard this as the age of was an immense amount, but the impost of 8s. a ton 
thing as to the leading part taken by Russia in the petroleum. made it very difficult for capitalists to deal with it, 
development of liquid fuel, it was only right to add Mr. Nelson Boyd said the calorific value of the when the cost of transport was added. In Venezuela, 
that at an earlier period a good deal of attention was petroleum, taking it on the average to contain 85 per also, there was a large amount of oil, and round the 
paid to the subject in this country. In 1830, the use cent. carbon and 15 per cent. hydrogen, would work Gulf of Mexico and in the State of Colombia there 
of hydrocarbons for raising steam was advocated by out at about 20,000 units, compared with 14,000 for was an immense amount, which was spoken of in the 
Pinkus; in 1864, a number of trials were made at coal, but the results obtained in practical working works of Von Humboldt in 1849, and ever since that 
Woolwich with an apparatus invented by Richardson, were much larger. That arose from several causes. date the oil had been running into the sea, and it 
and in the same year the apparatus of Bridges Adams The combustion of a hydrocarbon was much more might without difficulty be brought to this country, 
was tried experimentally. In 1868 the government perfect than that of coal; there was not the loss in and delivered at less than 3Os. a ton. Mr. Boyd said 
tried a system invented by Wise, Field and Aydon, smoke and clinker, and in locomotives there was none oil at anything over 2d. a gallon could not compete 
which about that time was put into practical opera- of that coating of the tubes with carbon which in- with coals, but he overlooked the fact that a vessf-'I 
tion at the works of Messrs. J. C. & J. Field, the terfered with the conduction of the heat to the water going a long voyage, which had only to carry 1,000 
candle manufacturers. In the same year an appara- in the boiler. -" One ton of petroleum was. therefore, tons of oil, instead of 3,000 tons of coal, would have 
tus invented by Crowe was tried by the Admiralty, worth two tons of coal, if not more. The great room for an additional 2,000 tons of cargo, paying, 
and about the same time a successful trial was made difficulty in England was the price. At present he perhaps, £2 a ton for freight; besides which, there 
with a vessel of about 500 tons, the Retriever. About did not think any quantity of the sort could be was an immense saving in labor, and in the delay and 
1862 considerable attention was devoted to the obtained as low as twopence a gallon, which would nuisance in1'eparable from coaling. 
in the United States, and large numbers of patents represent 46s. 8d. per ton, and if it had twice the Mr. W. Warren, Assoc. M.I.C.E., said he thought 
were taken out for apparatus for burning liquid fuel. calorific value, that would be equal to coal at 23s. a the vibration referred to by the chairman, as arising 
In 1870, he believed the first steamshiP was fitted up ton, and they could get the very best steam coal at from the combustion of the oil on its introduction into 
in Russia on this system. Again in England in 1886, much less than that. In Cardiff it only cost 12s. or the furnace, generally arose from the injector being
the Tarbutt and Quentin system of burning liquid 13s., and a very serviceable coal could be bought for put at too high a point so that there was a constant 
fuel was put i� practical operation. It would appear, considerably less. That was why liquid fuel was not succession of small explosions. If the injector were 
therefore, that the practical supremacy of Russia had used in ships, locomotives, and furnaces generally. pointed more downward the combustion took place 
been largely due to the fact of her possessing such Of course, on board ship credit must also be given gradually, and there was no noise. In some cases ar
large supplies of necessary material, but it was worthy for the absence of smoke, the facilities in handling, rangements were made for increasing or decreasing 
of note that although in America there were enormous and the consequent economy in labor; but making the amount of air necessary for combustion, and in 
snpplies of oil, attention was not directed to the substi- allowance for all that, 2d. a gallon was more than the that way vibration could be entirely got rid of. In his 
tution of liquid for solid fuel until long after it had be- shipowner could afford to pay under present circum- own experien('e, in Russia, with Mr. Urquhart, the 
come an established fact in Russia. In Argentina stances. Possibly in future, if coal reached a per- noise was entirely removed by simply spraying the oil. 
liquid fuel was adopted on one of the railways in 1890, manent famine price, things might be altered, and With regard to the excessive consumption of water on 
and there were twelve locomotives burning it. In petroleum might have a chance when coal was 15s., board the Baku Standard, he was surprised, after so 
Peru also there was a large and increasing demand for 168., or 20s. at the pit's mouth. Another important many years' practical experience in Russia, that some 
it, and anywhere along the coast where supplies could point was the quantity of steam required for the better means was not adopted, and his own opinion 
be obtained at a reasonable cost there was no difficulty pulverizators. The reader of the paper said, if the was that the injector must have been of very defective 
in selling practically any quantity. Within the last pipes were properly arranged, the thing worked well, construction, and its application still worse. In their 
few months the Baku Standard, a petroleum tank gave little trouble, and cost very little money; but in own case, for welding and crucible furnaces, they 
steamship, had been driven across the Atlantic by opposition to that he might bring forward statements simply took a small pipe from the blower used for pro
liquid fuel, and this again marked an important epoch. from the technical journals with reference to the vidmg the blast to the forges, the pressure of the air 
Unfortunately she had by no meaIts a favorable steamer which crossed the Atlantic, that for every being from 11 to 13 oz., and with that they got ex
passage; she encountered icebergs and head winds, ton.of fuel used it required a ton of water from the tremely good results in the welding furnace. producing 
and stormy weather, so that her voyage was a long boiler in the form of steam. This was a very costly extremely clean forgings and heats. He could not but 
one, but the fact of having crossed the ocean success- bm;iness. It had been stated that the burners were think that a small auxiliary engine and fan would 
fully notwithstanding these difficulties was perhaps a not of a good pattern, but all this had to be taken have provided sufficient air for combustion, and that 
better test than if she had had fair weather. Again, into consideration. On rivers where there was fresh the Buku Standard voyage might have been a much 
Mr. Holden, of the Great Eastern R1ilway, had de- water available, this objection was diminished, and greater success. Of course it was good in its way, be
voted a great deal of attention to the utilization of he believed in the Caspian the water was not very salt, cause it solved a question which many people doubted. 
liquid fuel, and for a long time had had a number of on account of the immense flow of fresh water from On the question of supply, tlJere could scarcely ever be 
locomotives at work fired in that way. In the United the Volga. There it was patent to everybody that sufficient oil available, no matter how large the quan
States during recent years there had been a great astatki being practically a waste substance,any lossthat tities, to enable it to displace coal, as some people 
illcrease in the employment of liquid fuel for purposes occurred was unimportant, but in England the mat- thought. The entire quantity of oil produced in the 
other than steam raising, and, in glass works particu- ter was very different. The material had to be brought United States last year was some 37,000,000 barrels, of 
lariy, he understood it was found to give very satisfac- from a long distance, and cost a good deal only for which 60 per cent. might be taken as illuminating oil, 
tory results. It was with some disappointment that transport, and at present he did not think a gallon the remainder being benzine, naphthas, and astatki, 
he heard what Mr. Stop,kfleth said as to the burners of any kind of liquid fuel could be delivered in the which would come to about 1,500,000 tons. The ques
employed; a large number of patents had been taken Thames under 2%"d. The use of liquid fuel on the tion had often been put to him whether there would 
out for appliances of this kind, and it was a pity that Great Eastern Railway was a special matter. Mr. not be too much oil produced, but that was easily 
the amount of ment.al labor devoted to this ma·ter Holden used the refuse from his own gas works and answered, for one single railway in Ameri('a, thePenlJ
Hhould not have resulted in the attainment of (,Olll- from other gas works, which he obtained at a nomi- sylvania, used upward of 5,000 tons of soft. coal a day, 
mensurate results. It might be, however, that nal price, but if he had to go into the market to ob- so that it wouln use the entire quantity of the residuulII 
though the comparatively primitive burners gave tain a supply for all his locomotives it would be a of oil suitable for fuel produced in the United States. 
perfect satisfaction in Russia, that might arise from very different matter. No doubt there were large In Russia the case was rather different. Taking the 
the abundance of the material, which obviated the districts on the other side of the Atlantic where enor· light and heavy oils of Russia, there was not more thau 
necessity of great economy in its use, and that if they mous tracts of petroleum were only waiting for capi- 30 per cent. of illuminating oils obtained, leaving 70 
were subjected to critical comparative trials1 other tal to develop them, but it was far easier to transport per cent. of benzine, naphtha::!, and heavy oils, which 
burners would be found superIOr. But apart from petroleum to England than to transport the necessary. might be used for fuel, but of ('ourse that meant that 
the question of economy, there were other points capital to the West Indies; but as to the existence of nothing would be ayailable for the production of the 
to be considered in judging of the relative value of those deposits there was no manner of doubt. There even more valuable lubricating oils. The entIre quan
these burners. The question of noise was of some were tracts both in Mexico, in the West Indies, and in tity, if the whole of it were available for Russia and 
importance, as he lJad sometimes found that this other places, where immense deposits of petroleum were America, would be less than 10,000,000 tons. Now the 
noise from an ordinary Russian pulverizator was, to a awaiting extraction, and if they were brought without production of coal in England, in 1892, amounted to 
certain extent, a nuisance, and that some burners rectification, possibly they might be delivered in the 183,000,000 tons, and in the United States it was 181,
Wfore more noisy than others. Again, certain bunlers Thames at a price which would meet the requirements 000,000 tons, or, putting it roughly, in these two coun
required more steam in relation to the work they of engineers. tries the production was nearly 400,000,000 tons, while 
were doing than others, and this was a point of great Mr. Edwin Henwood said he had some considerable at the present time there was not produced more than 
importance, for one obstacle in the way of introducing experience of liquid fuel, and for four months he ran 10,000,000 tons of oil. There need be no apprehension, 
liquid fuel on steamships had been the difficulty of his yacht Ruby on the Thames day and night, which therefore, on the part of any one, that the produp,tion 
making up for the loss of steam required in the although not very big was as large as the original of oil would ever exceed the demand. 
pulverizing of the oil, and in some cases it had been Rocket, which was the first ste'l.mer on the Clyde. Mr. E. Charrington said the statements in the paper 
suggested that it would be necessary to have an The only diffip,ulty he found was that the small amount as to the calorific value of astatki cOllJpared with good 
auxiliary distilling apparatus, to supply to the boiler, of oil used required a pinhole adjustment, but with Welsh coal were very similar to what he had found 
in the shape of condensed water. an amount equiva- larger vessels, of course, a larger hole would be neces- himself. Some peopie said that one ton would do as 
lent to that used by the pulverizator. There was sary, which would allow the oil to pass through much work as three or four tons of coal, but in actual 
also a great difference in some of these burners in freely. He found the evaporation obtained was con- practice it came out about 10 per cent. better than two 
the character of the flame; some gave a flame of the siderably over 3 to 1 as compared with coal, and he tons. Some experiments were carried out about a 
blowpipe character, a long, pointed flame, which had even exceeded what was claimed by Admiral month ago on three injectors under a large copper at 
was liable to do considerable damage to t.he boiler Selwyn. He had been able to mE'it firebricks, and one of the London breweries, which was doing f'xactly 
plates if allowed to impinge on them. With regard bring them into a liquid mass, like honey, without the same work every day, and he found that they 
to the economy of liquid fuel, as compared with coal, any difficulty. The Baku Standard, which cros�ed the got the results he had mentioned. Of COl-USe, astatki 
it had been pointed out that we had not as yet any Atlantic, was reported to have consumed over 20 tons was expensive here, and cost 25 per ('ent. more than 
boilers specially designed for the use of this fuel, so of oil a day, as against 33 tons of coal, but unfortu- the green oil, creosote oil, and tar residuals which 
that they did not yet know what was the real thermal nately the owner did not follow the advice for which they had been using. A ton of mixed green oil and 
efficiency of liquid fuel as compared with coal. In he asked, but employed a very imperfect system, or creosote oil was equal to about two tons of coal, and, 
some cases double the efficiency had been obtained, he might have done with a crude and Imperfect comparing the cost at 2d. per gallon, it ('amI' out equal 
and in others t.hree times had been claimed, while system. For last ye�Jr Mr. Suart was invited by an to 16s. 6d. a ton of coal delivered in London. Of 
Admiral Selwyn asserted that the superiority was eminent firm of merchants to meet him (Mr. Hen- course, there was a limited supply of creosote and 
much greater still. The question of supply was of wood) at their offices, and was so satisfied with the green oil, and at present they were using ('reosote 
great importance, and in thiR country the price stood success obtained with the yacht Ruby that he stated only, which gave a result a little over two to one; pe
in the way of any extended use of liquid fuel. In a he would adopt the system, and requested plans, spe- troleum gave about 10 per cent. better. This last year, 
recent number of the Shipping (Jazette it was stated cifications, and estimates for fitting his steamers ac- unfortunately, had been a very bad year for the home 
that experiments with liquid fuel on one of the steam- cordin!: to his (Mr. Henwood's) plans, whi('h had been production of tar residuals, hecause there was so much 
ers on the Clyde were being discontinued, because the approved by the committee of Lloyd's Registry in heat and light that the gas companies had very few 
oil employed had risen so much in price that it was 1891, and as carried out in the Ruby, whereby one ton residuals to dispose of, and the price had gone up. He 
found more expensive than coal. Unfortunately, up of oil was made to do the work of three tons of Welsh should be only too glad if any one found out a means 
to now, users and producers had waited for each other, coal, coupled with the exclusion of manual labor. In of using astatki so as to make it do three or four tillles 
and it seemed to him that there ought to be a little the Baku Standar j such a result has not, it appears, the work of coal, as there would then be a good mar
mure courage on the part. of those who had valuable been obtained. The steam was also used in a wast·efnl ket for it even at the present price. On the Great 
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Eastern line there was 25 locomotives running, by Mr. keels, but the supposed advantages do not appear to sage of Veta, where the nature and configuration of 
Holden's system, and during the coal strike even the have generally impressed the yachting world. the ground obliged the engineers to employ curves of 
use of petroleum was found to pay, but the Great very feeble radius, the shortest that one has ever 
Eastern Company was under �xceptional circulll- T OU Y AN V TON R ila],ed to employ in such cases, and some of which are 
stances; they got their material delivered at %d. per HE RA D SIL ER RAIL OAD. less than three hundred feet. In this part the road 
gallon, and they put oil tanks into sidings, and got THERE certainly does not exi"t in the whole world consists of a series of curves and counter curves form
them filled from various gas works along the line, and a railroad in which are found combined so great diffi- ing true loops which almost double themselves in as
then a pilot engine brought them to the works. The culties, that at first sight seemed insurmountable, but cending the sides of the mountain, up to the moment 
cost of transport was the chief trouble. There were over which the engineers have nevertheless triumphed, when, having reached the summit, the road finally 
various types of boilers, but, with locomotivf's, two in- as that of Ouray and Silverton, between Denver and disappears in the midst of vast and dark forests of 
jectors would keep up steam very well to 700 horse- the Rio Grande, in Colorado. pines and spruces and buries itself in new defiles. 
power, while the same injectors on stationary locomo- The number of obstacles that nature threw in the The engineers, in the traversing of the Great Arkan
tive boilers would maintain about 80 to 100 horse- way of the construction of this road was so great sas Gorge, undertook and successfully completed 
power, whereas with tubulous boilers they would keep 

I 
that it is still asked to-day, not without astonish- the building of a structure of incredible boldness 

up to 160 to 200. The effect, therefore, varied very ment, how science succeeded in coming out victorious and unheard of audacity. This immense vertical
greatly according to the type of boiler and the draught. from this contest in so relatively short a time. This I walled gorge 3,000 feet in height, and 37,000 in Jen�th, 
He knew of a case in which this system was introduced line penetrates the heart of the Rocky Mountains" is e1ctremely narro W, not exceeding 40 feet in WIdth 
to save the expense of putting up a chimney shaft. following or traversing here and there the Great I at the base and 65 feet at the summit. At the bottom 
But in England, unlike Russia, it was absolutely neceR- Divide, the summit of the slopes directed toward the ' of this abyss, replete with sublime horror, there runs 
sary to have interchangeability. You must be able to Atlantic and Pacific. with roaring sound a torrential river. There was no 
use coal one minute and oil the next, if nece�sary. It winds through five gorges, the finest in the room to establish the road parallel with the river, 
Some electric light companies were using liquid fuel, world, whose thousand meanderings reveal splendors whose bed occupied nearly the entire bottom of the 
but they did it more for auxiliary purposes, and in that are entirply different one from the other. The gorge. Despite the difficulties that were met with, 
combination with coal, but not oil exclusively. Mr. 
Boyd had mentioned that, theoretically, the calorif ic 
value of petroleum, compared to coal, was as one and 
a half to one, whereas, practically, it was over two to 
one. That was accounted for in locomotives in this 
way, that the stoker simply turned off the valve in go
ing into a station, and thus prevented an enormous 
waste of steam usually generated when coal is used. 
The amount of steam used in various injectors varied; 
but, on the average of a large number of stationery 
boilers in the works at Stratford, the steam used for 
two injectors, per boiler, was 2� per cent. of the steam 
generated in the boiler. Mr. Henwood had referred to 
the intense heat developed, and the melting of the 
firebrick--and that was a trouble they had to get over 
where it was used in the brewery referred to above. It 
had to be carried through a brick arch 4 feet thick, 
and they had some trouble to prevent the arch being 
melted. It was got over by having the sprays of steam 
from the atomizer pointing down on to the iujected 
oil, thereby keeping the beat away from the arch. 
'.rhe irregularity of combustion which had been re
ferred to arose from the injectors not working prop
erly, and that was often found when the furnace was 
cold. It was only a question of regulation of the air 
and obtaining proper combustion. At Stratford there 
was a boiler in which either steam or air could be used, 
and, with regard to noise, there was not much differ
ence. but it was of great importance that the steam 
should he superheated and perfectly dry, in order to 
obtain the best results. One furnace, lined with fire
brick, was used in the forge for heating sometimes five 
blocks of iron at one time, each weighing about 6 cwt. 
The furnace was worked entirely by one injector, and 
the steam pipes supplying the injector were brought 
behind the firebrick lining of the furnace, and the 
steam was so hot you could not see it coming out of 
either the injector or the atomizer. There was very 
little noise in that case. 

Mr. Stockfleth, in reply, said most of the questions 
raised in the discussion had been already answered by 
other speakers. In Russia, the consnmption of steam 
was usually estimated at from 5 to 7 per cent. The 
charact.olr of the flame varied with the condition of the 
oil. If the astatki were used very warm, a more equal 
and better burning flame was obtained ; that was the 
reason of the success of the primitive injectors used in 
Russia. In most cases, on board ship, it was not 'pos
sible to have the astatki at so high a temrerature; 
and, consequently, a better construction 0 pulveri
zator was required On the Black Sea and the Cas
pian the water was comparatively fresh, and, there
fore, it was not necessary to provide special feed 
water. He believed astatki had been offered in Lon
don at 2d . per gallon, but a comparison could not be 
mane by simply taking the cost price of oil and coal 
respectively; there were many other elements of econ
omy, as had already been pointed out, which had all 
to be taken into account. Nevertheless it was not 
likely to be used to any great extent in this country, at 
present at any rate. He did not think it was suffi
ciently cleanly to recommend it for domestic use_ 

CENTERBOARD YACHTS. 
IN a new English work, " Yachting and Yachts," is 

Mr. G. Watson's description of " the evolution of a 
modern racing yacht," a valuable paper in which he 

THE OURAY AND SILVERTON RAILROAD (THE EXIT FROM THE BLACK GORGE 
AND THE BIG LOOP). 

ON A W'ND 
road afterward ascends through the defiles of four 
mountains in order to reach It height of more than 
10,000 feet above the level of the sea, after crossing 
granite-walled gorges that rise vertically to a height 
of about three thousand feet above the rails. It runs 
also along fertile and picturesque valleys watered by 

SCUDDING; rivers that possess historic names a n d  traditions. 
Throughout its entire course, it offers the most beau

traces the history of the more famous racing yachts, tiful and most varied panoramas to the gaze of the 
and gives particulars of their development, dimen- wonder-struck tourist : lofty peaks and vast plains, 
sions, and form. Of somewhat similar character is a placid lakes and tumultuous rivers, dark gorges and 
chapter by Mr. Pritchett on " sliding keels and center- verdure-clad defiles, and high mountains and terrifying 
boards," the outcome, as he tells us, •• of the shallow precipices : in a word, all the splendors of nature seem 
coasts and sand banks of New York Bay and the New to be found united in these places. 
Jersey coast." So long ago, however, as 1774, the sys- The Ouray and Silverton railroad renders accessible, 
tern had a vogue in England, and after some trials, a or at least permits of a n ear vif'w of, 175 mountain 
brig, called the Lady Nelson, was built by the Ad- summits, varying from 8,500 to 10,000 feet in height, as 
miralty in 1797, and fitted with three keels to be used well as the innulllerable gorges and defiles that are 
as shown in the illustration. This vessel made a met with in Colorado. The traversing of some of 
voyage to Australia. A yacht built about the same these latter nece�sitated some really remarkable work. 
time for the commodore of the Cumberland Sailing , For example, to the south of the Rio Grande, the 
Society, a Thames yacht club, was fitted with five such ' railroad ascends by zigzags through the narrow pas-
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this obstacle was conquered like the others. From 
the entrance of this gorge, which at this place bears 
the name of Royal Canon, as far as to its extremity, 
there were set into the solid walls of the rock a large 
number of huge iron brackets that extended their 
long arms into space, each of them supporting an iron 
yoke of colossal dimensions. All were connected by 
steel plate girders forming a long platform, or sus
pended bridge rather, upon which was laid the track 
of the railroad. Underneath flows the river in all its 
freedom at more than 150 feet below the trains. 

Whpn, running at full speed, the locomotive hauling 
a train begins tO' roll over this bridge, the traveler in
stinctively feels his heart coming up into his throat, 
amid the almost complete darkness that envelopes 
him, and the deafening noise of the train and of the 
water boiling beneath him, and which is reverbera
ted to infinity and stiIJ furth41r amplified by the 
sonorous walls of the rocks. We might enumerate by 
hundreds the extraordinary structures which have 
been necessitated by the d'ifficulNes and natural ob
stacles accUlDulated along the entire line of this very 
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